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he other ight and our scension
My Dear Children,
an you hear the Silence? Do you perceive the Light? From the comments
you have placed upon my Heart, I know there are those who would
have the fullness of the Light of God within them for their desiring is great,
but the desired accomplishment has been difficult. I have felt the pain of
your Heart caused by the separation from that Light. But I, Mother of the
Flame of Life, do take you in my arms, hold you close that you might feel
the Mother Light within Me and have it surge through your body temple,
so that you might manifest the Mother Light where you are.

C

The Immaculate Concept
As the Mother of Jesus, I coddled Him, nurtured Him, and held the balance that He might come into his own. e Immaculate Concept, which I
held for his lifestream — that pure, pristine, essential Vision that He was the
Christ from his birth — guided and guarded Him to stay on course until the
Resurrection Flame burned brightly through his own being. It is no small
task to hold a single-eyed vision, one-pointed for years and years and years.
You say, “You are Mother Mary. You can do this. You have the attainment.”
Blessed Ones, you have the attainment. You have been trained. You have
been taught at inner levels how to hold the Immaculate Concept, not just for
other lifestreams, but for your own. Yes, for yourself, Beloved Ones.
Your Mission begins with you. You cannot save a planet, you cannot raise
the Light in others until it is raised in your own temple. While you can talk
about high ideals and guide a person to this or that, becoming the example
is always the greatest teacher. By conserving the Light of the Cosmic Christ
within your temple, you are able to ignite those whom you contact. en, as
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you walk, talk, and fulfill your dharma, you will be blessing all of life wherever you go. is is the Mission. is is the genuine Grail Quest. You hold
the goal in your mind. You maintain the Immaculate Concept, but it is in
actively pursuing this Quest that you win your Victory each day.
Be the Mother Light
By the time all of heaven opens for you, you will be in a state of receptive
bliss where it will not come as a surprise, with giant bells ringing out. Why,
it could come as silently as the spark of an ember, realizing that this Quest
is the goal. e Mother Light which you, each one, hold in your chakras
must be raised. For in the union of the Light with the Father is the birth of
the Christ. ere cannot be one without the other.
While embodied as Mother Mary, I was very aware during my travels
of the anchoring of certain Forcefields of Light for future times. is can
be done by you, Beloved Ones. You can be a messenger of Light for a future
time. But you must have Light to deposit. It is not enough to just simply say,
“I want to do good deeds. I want to bless future generations.”
You must desire with all your Heart, with all your soul, with all your
might, that every aspect of your lifestream be filled as a Chalice of Light.
I know you may stumble at times. I know there will be wrong decisions,
but I pray with all my Heart and with all of the momentum of my Causal
Body Attainment that those wrong decisions will not be so grievous as to
take you from your chosen Path. I pray you will hold dear and ever-present
this goal.
Define Your Quest
e Holy Grail became the Quest for the Knights of the Round Table.
What is your Quest? Do you know how to name it? Do you know what it
looks like — how to visualize it when your eyes are closed? When your mind
is busy, would it be difficult for you to recreate that vision? is will take
work for many, especially those who do not have a momentum in meditation, who are constantly letting their minds flit this way and that, unable to
control a focal point for your experience in the Light. For many, if you could
but sit and focus your attention on something beautiful just long enough,
you might hear your own Presence speaking to you.
I will assist you if you will but try this exercise, and, if you choose to pour
out your Heart to Me, I will guide you, I will speak to you, but you must
listen. It is not enough in this day and age of incessant comings and goings,
with all the scattered vibrations of this planet flying hither and yon, for you
to simply say a thing and then be on your merry way, thinking, “Well, this
sign will happen and that sign will happen, and I will have my answer that
I can rely on.” If you have great attainment, you may be able to accomplish
this. But heed my instruction — if you are serious and choose to come into
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the fullness of all you are — you must take the necessary time to ensure your
outcome is the Will of God. Set aside a certain allotment of time daily to
listen, to hold the vision of your goal in your third eye and make the commitment required for the Victory.
The Mantle of Your Holy Christ Self
May I tell you what you can expect once you are wearing the Mantle of
your Holy Christ Self constantly, daily? Each time you close your eyes, you
will be able to see only Light, Light, Light. ere will be no more darkness.
ere will be no more fleeting images bumping into one another in the night.
en, when there is a vision, it will have purpose and meaning for your lifestream, and you will know what that vision means.
Spiritual visions are peculiar things, Dear Ones. ey can teach you and
guide you. ey can intimidate you, frighten you. ey can warn you. ey
can evoke any record you choose to tie into. Notice I said you choose to tie
into. One must be clear about all such visions, for the subconscious mind
will play on the Akashic Record of your lifestream, drawing out the remaining karma to be balanced.
en how are you to put trust in your visions? What is the sign? If you
cannot simply accept everything you see, what do you look for? You look for
Vibration, Dear Ones, Vibration. ere must be a resonating Vibration in
your world that says, “YES, this is confirmed by my Holy Christ Self. is
is a vision I should attend to.” e Ascended Master Vibration is a vibration
you can trust. If you are engaged in worldly activities and are removed from
that Vibration for a period of time and need desperately in your life to feel
galvanized to the Flame again, find a Dictation, a song, a picture — something you can hold onto to move back into the remembrance of the release
of Ascended Master Light. Let this charge of Light be the guidepost so you
will have something to compare to your own vibration. You will remember
what has caused a release of Light in your world so great that it was able to
reach through the veils of maya and leave such a record that you could now
pull upon.
The Mother Light Leads to the Light of the Father
Reaching for the goal, striving for the Light, being the Mother Flame in
action — these will guide you all the way to your Ascension in the Light.
You can be a Christ, right here today. Allow the Fires to burn brightly. Do
not squander one erg of precious Light, for you know not "when the well
might run dry." Oh yes, there is Cosmic Light released, and there is a certain
nourishment you will receive from that Cosmic Light daily. It will benefit
and bless your lifestream for many embodiments. But you cannot make your
Ascension, Beloved Ones — you cannot be released from the wheel of karma
— without the Mother Light. It is essential to making your Ascension.
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Until you master this Light, you will stay on the wheel of karma. And
even though there are those of you who would stay in embodiment with
the justification of blessing mankind, I tell you, you take great risks, greater
than most should undertake. For you know not whether the next embodiment will be in a place where you will have so great an opportunity to win
your Ascension. You will bless more of mankind, nourish more of life, and
expand more Light by gaining your Ascension.
I will hold the Immaculate Concept for you. Recorded on my Heart are
those requests of the children of the Light who desire my assistance. Many
of you have been calling to me for many embodiments. You have served my
Flame well with great devotion. Now I ask you to serve the Mother Light
within you as well. Raise that Light and be filled with Light.
As a Mother, I want to tell you every little nuance to look for, to do, to
guide you. But there also comes a time when, as the Mother, I am compelled
to stand back and let you experience the Light of your own Flame. I was
compelled to do this with Jesus. I still held the Immaculate Concept for
Him and guided Him from afar. But there came a time when He had to be
entrusted, fully and completely, to the Father.
I will guide you and protect you as you reach for the Light of the Father
to become the Christ.
Yours devotedly,

Mother Mary
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